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One of the most important problems of power system operations is that 
of service safety, assuring the continuity of the power supply. Important inter-
ests are tied up 'with the consumers energy-supply being undisturbed, so it 
is not surprising that the researchers all over the world dealing with the prob-
lems of energetics are trying to find and develop methods and possibilities 
permitting to hinder the service disturbances due to the machine outages 
caused by unexpected faults, that is, to quickly eliminate the disturbances 
which had already arisen. Within the scope of the respective research work 
several methods have been elaborated and successfully adopted in practice 
during the last fifteen years, that had been found too risky previously to apply 
from the machine, or network, or from point of view of both, as e.g. the differ-
ent self synchronizing methods, or quick overexcitation. To these belongs 
the asynchronous operation of turbogenerators, the problem referred to in the 
title will be discussed in the present paper. 
In connection with the asynchronous operation of turbogenerators sev-
eral publications have appeared during the last few years. In the literature 
the works by SIR02l1YATNIKOV and CSAKI are the most remarkable. SIROMYAT-
NIKOV on the basis of extensive experiments proved the permissibility of the 
asynchronous operation, while CS_.\.I(l elaborated a calculating method suit-
able for the precise study of the asynchronous operation. Based on publica-
tions the fundamental theoretical and practical problems of the turbogenera-
tors asynchronous operation may be regarded as solved. As a result of the 
many experiments made on machines of different manufacture and capacity, 
it has been stated that the asynchronous torque-slip characteristics of the 
great majority of turbogenerators are in the initial section to be considered 
very steep from the asynchronous operational point of view; the slip is extreme-
ly small with respect to which the loss appearing in the rotor is only a frac-
tion of the excitation loss permitted in the nominal synchronous operation. The 
load in asychronous operation is generally not limited by the heating of the 
rotor, but by that of the stator. The active power to be delivered continuously 
is important, being 50-70% of the rated active power in synchronous 
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operation. It is true, that also the reactive power at the same time necessary 
in the asynchronous operation is quite great, generally somewhat higher than 
the reactive power delivered in the nominal synchronous operation; in most 
of the power stations, however, this might be covered. Consequently, as against 
the notion current previously, the asynchronous operation is in most cases 
permissible ,vithout having any deleterious effect on the machine, or the net-
work. The possibility of the asynchronous operation permits the machine to 
remain connected to the network with an absence of excitation taking place 
at a field fault and to furnish as an asynchronous generator a high, active power, 
or if this should not be possible, even a relatively short asynchronous operation 
facilitates passing over to an emergency excitation, or the distribution ofload-
ing over the other generators. Thereby the number of service disturbances 
may be reduced, as well as an increase of the power supply service safety may 
be realized. 
The scope of this paper is not to detail the problem in a theoretical, practi-
cal, or historical relation, therefore, regarding the details, reference is made to 
the literature at the end of the article and below the facts relating to the sub-
ject are described in short. 
In the course of elucidating the turbogenerator's asynchronous operation 
conditions, the fact became known that due to the rotor asymmetry, in asyn-
chronous operation a fluctuation ensues within a slip period in the time course 
of both the stator current and reactive power and of the slip, while the active 
power remains practically constant. The values mentioned are pulsating with 
a double slip-frequency. According to experiences, the measure of pulsations 
is very important especially in case of a short-circuited field coil: the deviation 
,'>-ith respect to the mean value is 20-25% ,\'-ith respect to the stator current, 
and 25-30% in respect to the reactive power in case of heavier generator 
loads. The pulsation means no danger to the machine, it is, however, unfavour-
able from the system point of v-iew, especially if we consider that at the same 
time, on account of the reason necessitating adoption of the asynchronous 
operation, the network may otherwise be in a critical state, too. Therefore, 
literature suggests an insertion into the field a de-excitation resistance belong-
ing to the quick-excitation equipment, during asynchronous operation. The 
value of the de-excitation resistance is generally 5-1O-times the field resist-
ance. Inserting this resistance into the field, pulsations become more moder-
ate: fluctuation in the stator current is reduced to 12-16%, that of the reactive 
power to 15-20%. This degree of the pulsations is as a rule supportable, but 
is still relatively great. From the viewpoint of pulsations some authors consider 
the open state of the field as the most favourable, this way of operation is 
not, however, suggested, as in case of the possible transients (e.g. short-circuits} 
overvoltages may arise in the open field, endangering its insulation. In the 
literature no more profound tests, or better suggestions for solv-ing the pulsa-
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tions problem can be met with. In view of the fact, how great attention is 
paid by the different authors, dealing with this subject, to the other problems 
relating to the asynchronous operation, settling the problem of fluctuations 
by using the de-excitation resistance may hardly be considered to be more 
than an involuntary acknowledgement of the pulsations fact. 
Starting from these considerations, present paper set the aim to present 
methods easy to realize in the practice and suitable for the efficient reduction 
of the pulsations in asynchronous operation. 
Possibilities of reducing the pulsations in asynchronous operation 
As already mentioned, in asynchronous operation pulsation of the char-
acteristic quantities is a consequence of the rotor asymmetry. The measure of 
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Fig. 1. Graphical determination of the characteristic quantities in the asynchronous operation 
of turbogenerators 
pulsations depends on the degree of asymmetry. Asymmetry is caused by the 
field coil mounted on the rotor. For improving the rotor symmetry, only the 
possibility of intervening into the field is available in the practice. In the follow-
ing the formation of the pulsations measure will be examined with different 
"ways of field closing. ki· 
In the examinations the graphical calculating method elaborated by 
CSAKI will be adopted. The method may be found in detail in the literature 
[3-II, 8, 9, 10]. So, here, merely the particulars important for the subse-
quent understanding are summarized. 
Determination of the characteristic quantities follows according to Fig. 1. 
As a starting point the direct- and quadrature-axis admittance diagram 
(Yd and Yq) of the machine must be known, within the range of the small 
slips to be considered. The points of the admittance diagrams belonging to 
the same slip are connected by straight lines and circles and drawn to the 
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straights, as to circle diameters. Marking the slip values belonging to the indi-
yidual circles at the centres of the curve (Cs) connecting the circle centres, 'we 
make a slip scale. Finally the envelope curves (a and b) of the family of curves 
are plotted. In asynchronous operation the end point of the stator current 
Yector, in case of a given P = constant capacity, moyes on the section falling 
between the enyelope curves of the straight line parallel with the horizontal 
(imaginary) axis (Section AB). Consequently, the extreme values of the stator 
current and of the reactive power (Imim Imax and Qmin, Qmax) may be read off 
at an arbitrary power in the way illustrated on the figure. At the intersection 
of the straight AB with curve Cs the yalue of the mean slip (srn) belonging to 
the respectiYe power may be read off, too. 
Fig. :!. Graphical determination of admittance diagrams from measurement data obtained in 
asynchronous operation 
The admittance diagrams necessary for applying the above procedure 
may be determined hy two sets of measurements in asynchronous operation. 
Accordingly, in asynchronous operation the maximum and minimum values 
of the reactive power are to be measured, at several different powers, as well 
as the value of the medium slip. The measurements are to be effected for two 
cases: once with a short-circuited field coil, thereafter by inserting a resist-
ance R into the field. On the basis of the above values measured in the 
two cases, determination of the admittance diagrams follows as per Fig. 2: 
in the co-ordination system P-Q to the pO'wer values P having been determin-
ed in the course of the measurements, the maximum values Qmin, Qmax of 
the relative power are plotted, for both cases of measurements. (As an example, 
some points denoted by x in the figure.) Connecting the points in this way 
illustrated by a full line, four curves (a and b, and aR and bR, respectively) 
are obtained. In compliance with the above clause, these are by pairs the en-
velope curves valid for the two cases. Fitting tangential circles also to the 
curves a-b and aR-bR, the loci C and CR of the centre of the tangential set 
of curves may be fixed. On the basis of the slip values measured, a slipscale 
is made on the latter two curves. Thereafter, plotting a tangential circle for 
each of any arbitrary slip, the - generally right-side - point of intersection 
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of the two circles provides the point of the quadrature-axis admittance, be-
longing to the respective slip. Plotting a diameter from this point in both 
circles, the farther end-points of the diameters give the point of the direct-
axis diagrams belonging to the respective slip. When plotting is realized for 
many slip-values, the direct- and quadrature-axis admittance diagrams 
(U;Y d and U;Yq) being valid for a short-circuited field coil, as well as the di-
rect-axis diagram for the case of a field resistance R (U~YdR) are obtained, in 
the slip-range of asynchronous operation. For the sake of a better perspicuity, 
plotting is given in the figure for two - SI and S2 - slips only. Based on the meas-
Urements, in knowledge of the admittance diagrams determined according 
to the foregoing, diagrams being valid for other, arbitrary field resistances 
may be plotted, too; a simple method serving this purpose is given in the 
Appendix. 
The investigations of asynchronous operation to he discussed helow were 
carried out for a turbogenerator with cross-coiled rotor of Hungarian (GANZ) 
manufacture. To determine the admittance diagrams needed, measurements 
were carried out on one of the turbogenerators of this type at the Borsod power 
station. Data of the machine are as follows: 
Cross-coiled, steel-wedge rotor, 3000 rpm, type OG 930.3500/2, 
44 MYA, 10.5 kV, 3 phase, 50 cycles, 2.42 kA, cos (r = 0.7 capacitive. 
Resistance of the field coil at 75 c C 0.15 ohm. 
De-excitation resistance 1.25 ohm, 800 A. 
I wish to take the opportunity here to express my thanks to the Institute 
for Electrical Power Research (VILLENKI) and to the Borsod Thermal Power 
Station for organizing and realizing the measurements. 
In the following, first of all the results ohtained with a short-circuited 
field coil and in case of a field coil closed through a de-excitation resistance 
will he given. These two asynchronous ways of operation - having been till 
now in general use in the practice - will serve as a basis of comparison for 
judging the methods of operation to he discussed later. The numerical results 
are given in relative units referred to the machine nominal data. The relative 
power values refer to the rated apparent power. 
1. Short-circuited field coil 
This operational method may be regarded as the basic case of asynchro-
nous operation. As the field coil is practically short-circuited through the ex-
citer armature, the excitation falling out, the follo'wing case arises. In quadra-
ture-axis, the short-circuited field coil is not effective at all, while in direct-
axis it is considerably felt. Consequently, with this operational method we 
may count on small slips, but great pulsations. 
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For this case the results ·which interest us are available directly from the 
measurements data. The curves denoted by I of Figs. 3, 4 and 5 show the run 
of the characteristic values in function of the active power. In the figures P 
means the active power delivered, Srn the mean slip in the time, further 
_ Imax - I min C1- -
Imax I min 
the value characterizing the pulsation of the stator current and 
Qmax - Qmin 
cQ = 
Qmax Qmin 
that of the reactive power. 
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Fig. 3. Course of the ayerage slip in function of the load, in the asynchronous operation of a 
4·4 MVA, cross-coiled rotor turbogenerator, v,ith different closings of the field 
I - short-circuited field; II - field closed through de-excitation resistance; III - field closed 
through optimum resistance; IV - field short-circuited in two-phases; V -field closed in two 
phases through a de-excitation resistance; VI - field closed in two-phases through optimum 
resistance 
At a sustained load permissible from the viewpoint of stator heating, the 
arithmetical mean of the stator current (Irn) may be about 10% higher than 
the rated value. Namely, the course of the current in time is characterized by 
a proportion of about 1 : 1.1 between the mean-square value and the arithmet-
ical mean [3, 4, 11, 19]. The characteristic quantities, determined by the 
per unit current Irn = 1.1, meaning the limit of loading, are summarized in 
line I of Table 1. 
On basis of the figures and table, respectively, the folIo'wing may be 
stated. The power to be delivered in asynchronous operation is a round 70% 
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Fig. 4. Course of irregularity characteri~tic of the stator current fluctuation in function of the 
load, in the asynchronous operation of a 44 yIVA, cross-coiled rotor turbogenerator, "ith dif-
ferent closings of the field 
I -- short-circuited field: II -- field closed through de-excitation resistance: III -- field chsed 
through optimum resistance; IV - field short-circuited in two-phases: V --field closed in t"\";o-
phases through de-excitation resistance: VI -- field closed in two-phases through optimum 
resistance 
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Fig. 5. Run of irregularity characteristic of the reactive power fluctuation in function of load-
ing. in the asynchronous 'operation of a 44 :tIIVA, cross-coiled rotor turbogenerator, , .. ith dif-
ferent closings of the field 
I -- short-circuited field: II -- field closed through de-excitation resistance: III -- field closed 
through optimum resistance; IV -field short-circuited in two-phases; V --field closed in two-
phases through de-excitation resistance; VI -- field closed in two-phases through optimum 
resistance 
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as a maximnm, of the rated active power of synchronous operation, conse·· 
quently it is of importance. At the same time the average reactive power 
taken as (Qm) is about 20% higher than the rated reactive power delivered in 
synchronous operation, accordingly, during asynchronous operation more 
than a two-fold outage of reactive power may be counted on. The average slip 
is very small, the section of the examined torque-slip characteristic is steep. 
At the limit of loading the average loss arising in the rotor is 0.00113 . 0.487 . 
·44 . 103 P"," 24 kW, this being only a fraction of the about 120 kW excitation 
loss permissible in normal asynchronous operation, so from the rotor heating 
Table 1 
Im = 1.1 p. u. 
Operation P Qn, Sm (0\,) Cl E:Q 
I. 0.85 0.113 0.2]3 0.285 
n. 0.523 0.84 0.27 0.13 0.]85 
Ill. 0.535 0.84 0.242 0.063 0.09 
IV. 0.505 0.855 0.103 0.]22 0.163 
V. 0.523 0.84 0.255 0.12 0.166 
-VI. 0.517 0.845 0.173 0.079 0.106 
point of view there is no cause for anxiety. It is, however, most unfa,'ourable 
from the viewpoint of pulsations primarily of interest to us. The fluctuation 
of the stator current and of the reactive power exceeding 21 % and 28%, 
respectively, is barely tolerable. Therefore, instead of this way of operation 
the following is suggested by literature for adoption in practice. 
2. Field coil closed through a de-excitation resistance 
The effect of the field coil resulting in rotor-asymmetry and so in pulsa-
tions may be moderated the most simply in an electrical way, inserting an 
ohmic resistance into the field. For this purpose adoption of the de-excitation 
resistance, available with all machines, seems to be practicahle: the insertion 
of this may he realized through de-excitation automatics by simply pushing 
a button. 
The de-excitation resistance of the machine tested is 8.34-times the-
field resistance. As for the service conditions appearing hy inserting this rela-
tively high resistance into the field, we ha,'e measurement data, too. The 
course of the quantities which interest us is illustrated hy curves II of Figs. 
3, 4 and 5, while the values appearing at the limit of loading are shown in line 
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II of Table 1. Comparing these data with those obtained by the short-circuited 
field coil, the following may be stated. 
The power to be delivered is somewhat higher - while in the reactive 
power there is practically no variation. As was to be expected, the torque-slip 
had risen considerably. Thus, the average rotor loss is now 62 k\,V, this still 
being a tolerable small value, all the more, because about 1/5th of this arises in 
the inserted, external resistance, so not heating the rotor. Formation of the 
pulsations degree is favourable; ,.,ith respect to the case of the short-circuited 
field coil the fluctuations in both the current and the reactive power were re-
duced roundly to a ~ia rds value. This pulsation level can be tolerated, though 
not satisfactory. 
3. Field coil closed through a resistance of optimum value 
In literature according to widespread opinion when further increasing 
the field resistance, the pulsations of asynchronous operation are further de-
creasing. This conception is based on the symmetry of the solid rotor body 
assumed to be quite good. According to this, in the limit case R = R opt = =, 
with an open field, from the viewpoint of pulsations, optimum conditions 
determined by the assumed symmetry of the solid rotor would be formed. As 
shown below, this idea is generally not acceptable. 
In the case of the tested machine, it will be proved that by increasing 
the resistance value inserted into the field beyond the value of the de-excita-
tion resistance, the rotor symmetry does not improve, on the contrary, it 
becomes worse. Further, it is demonstrated that the field resistance has at its 
fixed, finite value, being smaller than the de-excitation resistance, a practically 
excellent optimum from the pulsations point of view. This notion permits to 
find a simple way for reducing the puhations of asynchronous operation to a 
minimum. 
F or demonstrating the afore-said, let us examine the run of the admittance 
diagrams shown in Fig. 2, keeping in view that the measure of rotor-asymmetry, 
together with that of the pulsation are determined by the difference of the 
direct- and quadrature-axis admittances. This circumstance is expressed in a 
graphical presentation by the length of the diameters of tangential circles. 
Inserting a resistance into the field merely changes the formation of the direct-
axis diagram, this manifesting itself aboye all in the circumstance that the 
distribution of the points belonging to the individual slips gets changed along 
the curve, in a way the section of the admittance diagram referring to a given 
slip-range becomes contracted. (This is a consequence of increasing the rotor 
ohmic resistance, well-known, however, from the asynchronous motors theory.) 
So e.g. in Fig. 2 the point of the direct-axis diagram belonging to the slip SI 
wanders in the direction of the dotted arrow, when inserting a resistance R. 
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One can clearly recognize from the figure that increasing the field resist-
ance starting out from the short-circuited condition, the diameter of the tan-
gential circle belonging to a given slip is decreasing for a certain time, there-
after again increasing. Therefore, in the latter range the distance between the 
envelope curves, and consequently, the degree of pulsations, is growing. The 
situation is also the same in the case of turbogenerator tested by us. When 
examining the admittance diagrams determined on the basis of measurements 
it turned Qut, that inserting the de-excitation resistance (RDd, we get to the 
range where the rotor asymmetry shows a rising tendency, when increasing 
the resistance. Consequently, it is evident that the field resistance of optimum 
value assuring the best symmetry must be looked for between the values 
R = 0 and R = RDE. Determination of the optimum resistance value is 
based on the condition, that the distance measured betv.-een the points of the 
direct-axis admittance belonging to this and the points of the quadrature-axis 
diagram relative to the same slips - that is, the rotor asymmetry - should 
be the 5mallest. This state is regarded, from the pulsations point of view, 
as the most favourable one. 
In regard the tested machine, the optimum resistance value was deter-
mined by the method described in the Appendix with the result R opt = 1.85 
Rn in the range of greater loads. Consequently, in the case of the machine 
given, the practical minimum of the pulsations is realized, 'when 1.85-times 
the field-coil resistance is inserted into the field. Similarly to the method given 
in the Appendix, the direct-axis admittance diagram belonging to the above was 
also determined. Kno'wing the admittance diagrams, to determine the charac-
teristic quantities, the graphic procedure as per Fig. 1 was adopted. The re-
sults obtained are shown in curves IH of Figs. 3, 4 and 5, and by the data of 
line IH of Table 1, respectively. 
According to data obtained there is practically no difference in the pow-
ers with respect to the former case. The slip and thereby the average rotor 
loss is 10% smaller than when using a de-excitation resistance. The pulsations 
considerably decreased. As compared \\ith the operation with de-excitation 
resistances, having universally been accepted in the practice up till now, the 
degree of pulsations was reduced to the half. The fluctuation in the current and 
reactive power of 6 and 9%, respectively, seems even continuously already to 
be tolerable. At the same time, the conditions are somewhat more favourable 
also from the rotor heating point of view than in case of a de-excitation re-
sistance. 
4. Two-phase short-circuited field coil 
The method for reducing the pulsations described below has reached the 
aim set by reducing the effect of the field coil exerted in the rotor direct axis 
through an ohmic resistance inserted into the field, that is, by harmonizing 
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this effect most favourably with the quadrature-axis conditions. The problem 
arises, if there is a possibility to influence the quadrature-axis conditions seem-
ingly unchangeable and if so. what results may be achieved'? One recognizes 
in the following, that with the machines with cross-coiled rotor of Hungarian 
manufacture, the effect of the field coil may be extended to a certain degree 
also in quadrature-axis, giving us a new possibility of reducing to a minimum 
the pulsations of asynchronous operation in case of these machines. 
Location of the field coil on the cross-coiled rotor is shown schematic ally 
in the outline of Fig. 6. The whole field coil is divided into t-wo equal half-
coils, the heads of which are intercrossing at the frontal sides. The two half-
01 
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Fig. 6. Scheme of the field coil layout in a 
cro5,.-coiled rotor 
Fig. 7". Two-phase short-circuiting of the field 
coil in a cross-coiled rotor 
coils fall to one third of the rotor periphery each, so that their magnetic axes 
include a 120~ axis with each other, due to the geometrical layout. The pic-
ture 'would show a symmetrical, three-phase winding, if a third phase-coil, 
similar to the half-coil were not missing. Imagining this as being placed on 
the third part of the rotor not wound, we see a three-phase 'winding 'with a 
tapped neutral. Namely, the Junction of the two half-coils is, because of manu-
facturing reasons, in metal connection ,dth the rotor iron body. So this point 
is quite easy to access, permitting to short-circuit separately the two half-
coils according to Fig. i. Due to their geometrical layout, the short-circuited 
half-coils will also be effectiye in quadrature-axis, and thereby the rotor sym-
metry is increased. 
The connection was tried out in the course of the measurements. The 
results that interest us are shown by the curves IV of Fig. 3, 4 and 5 and in 
line IV of Table 1. Based on these, it can be proved that from the pulsations 
point of view practically the same conditions are present, as in case of a field 
coil closed through a de-excitation resistance. There is an important difference, 
however, in the slip value as compared ,,,ith the operation ,vith de-excitation 
resistance, this being merely one third of the value to be found there. This 
means that the same degree of pulsations experienced with a de-excitation 
resistance may also be achieyed by a two-phase short-circuiting, but in the 
latter case the thermal load is reduced to a third of its value. The connection 
tested proves to be advantageous first of all as regards the favourable forma-
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tion of the rotor heating and that of the rate-of-rise of the torque-slip charac-
teristic. The slip was reduced as compared ,,,ith the normal short-circuiting, 
too. 
For realizing the most favourable conditions from the viewpoint of the 
pulsations attainable by a two-phase connection, the necessity of inserting 
an ohmic resistance arises here, too. 
5. Field coil closed in two phases throngh a de-excitation resistance 
In case of the connection discussed, insertion of the ohmic resistance as 
per Fig. 8 is realized by connecting in series 'lVith the two half-coils one-one 
resistance of equal value. First let us see the case when the available de-exci-
tation resistance ,,,ith all machines is applied, making on it a mid-tap for this 
aim. Then R = RDE/2. 
Fig. 8. Two-phase closing of the field coil throngh resistance, in a cross-coiled rotor 
For the calculation of the admittance diagrams valid in the con-
nection tested this was determined as R = R D E/2. In knowledge of the dia-
grams the graphical calculating method shown in Fig. 1 has been employed, 
the results of which are given in curves V of Figs. 3, 4 and 5 and by line V of 
Table 1. The data prove that using the de-excitation resistance only that unfa-
vourable result was arrived at that the slip was considerably increasing with 
respect to the former case; othenvise practically the same results have been 
obtained in all respects. Consequently, it is to be stated that adoption of the 
de-excitation resistance is not practicable in the scheme tested here, either~ 
6. Field coil closed in two phases through an optimum resistance 
Testing the run of the admittance diagrams valid for the cases of two-
phase connection, detailed in the foregoing, based on the train of thoughts it 
may also be demonstrated here that between the cases of short-circuiting the 
field coil and the closing through a de-excitation resistance, there must be an 
optimum position from the pulsations point of view. The result of the extreme-· 
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value calculation was actually that ",ith R = 1.035 Rn where there is a mini-
mum of rotor asymmetry in the range of small slips in asynchronous opera-
tion. Consequently, ,,,ith the machine tested, in case of two-phase connection 
the most favourable conditions are realized, from the pulsations point of ,iew 
by connecting in series with the half coils a resistance of a value approximately 
equalling the total field coil. With the optimum resistance values calculat-
ed, the admittance diagrams were determined, and afterwards the graphical 
calculating method was applied. The results are illustrated in curves VI of 
Figs. 3, 4 and 5, as well as in line VI of Table 1. 
The data show that practically the same conditions appear, as in case of 
a field coil simply closed through an optimum resistance, with the difference 
that the slip is roundly a two-third part of that found in the former case. 
Accordingly, a minimum pulsation may be achieved in a two-phase connection 
by a considerably smaller heating of the rotor than in single-phase connection. 
It may again be stated that the two-phase connection is favourable from the 
rotor heating and the rate-of-rise of the torque-slip characteristic point of 
view. 
Thus, the cross-coil type rotor of Hungarian manufacture has a favourable 
feature from the viewpoint of asynchronous operation, but for making use of 
this, provision must be made for a connection ""ith the centre of the field coil. 
In view of the fact that this point is connected to the rotor iron body, junction 
may be realized by a brush assembly. The brush assembly needed is most 
simple, because, on the one hand, there are no insulation problems and, on 
the other hand, the current flowing through the brushes even in case of great 
loads is merely a third of the normal field current of synchronous operation, 
so it is relatively small. With the machine tested, a brush assembly was provi-
sionally mounted between the field-side shield and the main exciter, having 
brushes bearing directly against the rotor axis. Nevertheless, from a practical 
point of view it must be admitted that whatever simple brush assembly could 
be considered, necessity of this would rise great difficulties as regards the con-
nection discussed. Below it is demonstrated that a brush assembly becomes 
absolutely unnecessary, if the field coil is of a so-called "sand,vich" arrange-
ment. 
For illustrating this, in Figs. 9 and 10 the two possible layouts of the 
field coil on a cross-coiled rotor have been schematically drawn. For the sake 
of simplicity, in the figures merely two slots were shown by half-coil sides. 
In case of the arrangement as per Fig. 9, the two half-coils are of opposite 
turn direction. The t,,,ins placed in the slots of each half-coil are connected 
parallelly by slots. The two half-coils consisting of parallelly connected slop 
coils are in series connected at the points which are in metal connection ,vith the 
rotor iron body. The normal field current of synchronous operation establishes 
the direct-axis excitation with the current directions shown in picture a of 
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the figure. Short-circuiting the field coil at the sliding ring~, in case of asynchro-
nous operation a direct-axis excitation may be formed, too. For establishing 
excitation also in quadrature-axis, the current directions shown in picture b 
of the figure must follmL As is well illustrated in the figure, this is possible 
only hy making provision for a connection - marked in the figure by a dotted 
line between the sliding rings and the rotor iron body in a way already 
mentioned before. The feature of this common coil arrangement, disadvanta-
geous from the asynchronous operation point of,iew, is eliminated by the "sand-
wich" winding, shown schematic ally in Fig. 10. The san(hvich arrangement 
means that the slots being wound in an opposite direction, alternately follow 
( 1 11 a 11 d 
I 
I 
I 
I 
_J 
q C; q !:/ 
Fig. 9. Connection of the field coil on a cro,.s-
coiled rotor 
d 
al q bJ 
Fig;. 10. Connection of the field coil on a cross-
~oiled rotor. in a sandwich arrangement 
each other within both half-coils (hence the denomination). The slot-coils of 
identical turn directions are parallelly connected according to Fig. 10, while 
the two coils so formed become series connected at the points that are metal 
connected with the rotor iron body. 
In part a of the figure the position corresponding to the normal synchro-
nous operation is shown. On the basis of image b it hecomes clear that with 
this winding arrangement a quadrature-axis excitation may be formed ,\ithout 
establishing a conducting connection between the field coil terminals and the 
rotor iron body, moreover, without short-circuiting the field coil terminals. 
The sandwich winding assures in itself through its internal tie - the quadra-
ture-axis efficiency of the field coil. At the same time the ohmic resistance in-
serted between the sliding rings merely affects the direct-axis conditions, con-
sequently - concluding from the course of the admittance diagrams - the 
value of the resistance being the most favourable from the pulsations point 
of view, and so the slip too, may be even smaller, than before. So after alL 
adoption of the above-mentioned auxiliary hrush assembly is eliminated by 
the field coil sandwich arrangement, at the same time favourahly influencing 
the slip appearing in the optimum case. 
The sand,vich arrangement is of common use only with the parallel-slot 
machines, type OF of the Ganz Factory. The original purpose of the sand,vich 
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arrangement was to assure the symmetry of the half-coils at the field coil body 
contact, otherwise the magnetic asymmetry may lead to the intense yibration 
of the rotor. The Fig. 11 shows the sandwich arrangement for 5 slots by half-
coil sides. This is also the slot number 'with the examined turbogenerator type 
OG, 44 MVA. One recognizes from the figure that in this case the sand-wich 
layout is not fully equiyalent to the two-phase short-circuiting: the rotor im-
pedance shows itself to he somewhat greater with respect to the latter ease, 
hut the deviation is not more than some per cents, so it may he neglected. If 
the field coil of the examined machine were of sandwich arrangement (the coil 
data being otherwise unchanged) then the most favourable conditions fro111 the 
c 
Fig. 11. Connection of a field coil with sandwich arrangement, with uneven slot numbers by 
half coil sides 
pulsations point of view could be realized - similarly to case III - by a single 
resistance, inserted between the sliding rings, the optimum value of which is, 
as per the Appendix, 0.475 Rr in this case. Then the slip would he 0.13% at 
the limit of loading, this being hy ahout 25 ~I.) smaller than in case VI and 
roundly hy 50o~ smallcr than in case III (Tahle 1). In thc same proportion 
the loss pO'wer would decrease heating the rotor, too. At the same time no 
auxiliary hrush assemhly is needed. Accordingly, from the asynchronous oper-
ation point of view, the sand,dch arrangement of the field coil may be recom-
mended in all cases. As a consequence of the afore-said, a minimum of pulsa-
tions may be achieyed in the same simple way, hut with about half of the slip 
yalue and rotor heating, respectiyely, as compared with case Ill. 
7. Test of a 26.5 M:YA machine 
In the tests carried out in the foregoing those results are to be regarded 
as the most yaluable that at a fixed, finite yalue of the ohmic resistance in-
serted into the field, optimum conditions follow from the asynchronous oper-
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ation pulsations point of view. This contradicts the assumption that the most 
favourable conditions would appear in case of an open field. If the former, or 
latter case is valid for a certain machine, this evidently depends on the rotor 
construction, as the constructional layout influences the rotor asymmetry. 
The fact that from the pulsations point of view practically well tolerable asyn-
chronous working conditions may be realized without maintaining the machine 
field in an open state, is absolutely advantageous from the machine point of 
view. Nevertheless, the individual machine types are not uniform as regards 
the rotor construction, moreover, some differences may occur even , .. ithin a 
certain type. Consequently, the question arises, this being important from the 
vie't"point of the profitable application of the good results obtained in the 
foregoing, to what extent could these results be generalized and if the forma-
tion of this kind of the work conditions is not merely a casual, individual fea-
ture of the machine tested. This question can be answered only by comparing 
the results of the tests effected on other machines. 
For this purpose assessable asynchronous operation measurement data 
are available in the literature for the 26.5 MV A machine of the cross-coil type 
OG 930.2200/2, with steel- and bronze-slot wedges. [L. 3-II,6, 7]. The measure-
ments were carried out , .. ith both machines for two cases, that is, with a short-
circuited field and also a field closed through a de-excitation resistance, in the 
usual, single-phase connection. (The resistance of the field coil 'vith both ma-
chines is 0.0817 ohm, while the de-excitation resistance is 0.3 ohm, 600 A.) 
On the basis of the measurement data, according to the method of Fig. 2, 
we have determined the admittance diagrams of the two machines for the 
measured cases. It could also be stated from these that the most advantageous 
conditions cannot be reached 'vith an open field for these machines, either. 
Determining the optimum value of the field resistance by the method given 
in the Appendix, the value R opt = 1.24 Rr was obtained with the machines of 
steel-wedge rotor, while R opt = 1.55 Rr with that having a bronze-wedge ro-
tor. Plotting the admittance diagrams helonging to the above-mentioned with 
the aid of the graphical procedure as in Fig. 1, we have determined the value 
of the characteristic quantities which are the most interesting at the limit of 
loading. The result is shown in the last line of Table 2. As a comparison, in 
the first two lines of the table also the values helonging to the case of short-
circuited and through a de-excitation resistance closed field coil are indicated. 
The data of the tahle for hoth the tested machines show the same picture. 
as ohtained for the 44 ~rVA machine in the foregoing, under clauses 1-3. 
Though for the case of the two-phase connections no measurement data are 
availahle for the 26.5 MVA machines, the good accordance, presenting itself 
in the single-phase cases, as well as the theoretical considerations made in 
clauses 4-6 permit to conclude, that conditions similar to those ohtained ,\ith 
the 44 lVIV A machine will ensue in the two-phase connection and 'vith the sand-
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wich arrangement of the field coil, respectively, in case of the 26.5 MV A 
machines, too. Consequently, it may be declared that our statements regarding 
the most favourable conditions from the pulsations point of view, as well as 
for the optimum values of the field resistance may be generalized for the Hun-
garian (GANZ), OG type turbogenerators "\v-ith cross-coiled rotor. 
Field resistance 
R=O 
R= RDE 
R = Rapt 
Tahle 2 
Im = 1.1 p. u. 
Bronze.wedge 
rotor 
'Q Sm (%) EQ 
0.263 0.082 0.277 
0.15 0.146 0.166 
0.176 0.089 0.121 0.085 
In addition to this, Table 2 shows that the slip of the machine with a 
bronze wedge is considerably smaller - roundly two-third part - of that of 
the machines with steel-wedge, due to the presence of the bronze rods. This 
permits to conclude that the bronze-slot wedges from the asynchronous opera-
tion point of view are more favourable than the steel-slot wedges. 
Conclusions 
In the foregoing the possibilities, easy to realize in the practice, of re-
ducing pulsations due to the rotor asymmetry in the asynchronous operation 
of turbogenerators have been examined. The detailed test was carried out on 
an OG type, 44 MVA turbogenerator of GANZ manufacture, while our main 
statements were checked on a 26.5 lVIV A machine of the same type. On the 
basis of the results obtained - being valid for the OG type, cross-coiled rotor 
machines of Hungarian manufacture - the following statements may be made: 
1. the active power to be delivered in asynchronous operation is 70-
75 % of that in rated synchronous operation, 
2. the mean value of the reactive power obtained at the same time is 
roundly 120% of that delivered in rated synchronous operation, 
3. the loading in asynchronous operation is not limited by the rotor 
heating, but by that of the stator. From the v-iewpoint of rotor heating, the 
bronze-wedge blocking of the rotor slots is much more favourable than the 
steel-wedge slot termination, 
4. in the case which is the most favourable from the pulsations point of 
view, the fluctuation in the stator current may be reduced to 6-8%, while 
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that of the reactive power to 9-11 %. The~e values are half of those obtained 
with the de-excitation resistance which had been general up till now, 
5. the minimum of pulsations may be realized in the practice with a 
very simple method, that is, by imerting an ohmic rcsistance of suitable value 
into the field; the resistance needed may simply be determined on the basis of 
the asynchronous operation measurement data, by the method given in the 
Appendix. For applying the optimum field resistance ·with machines of cross-
coil rotor, many possibilities present themselve8: 
a) The resistance is inserted into the field in the normal (single-phase) 
·way. The optimum resistance value at thi8 time, with the 44 MVA, steel-
wedge rotor machine is 1.85-times the field resistance, "with the 26.5 MVA ma-
chine, in case of steel-wedge rotor 1.24-times, with bronze-,,"edge rotor 1.55-
times the field resistance. 
b) The field is closed in a two-pha~e way. The optimum value of the 
great resistances connected in series with the half-coils are in this case, ,,"ith a 
44l\IVA, steel-wedge rotor machine, individually equal to the resistance of the 
total field. The advantage of the connection with respect to case a is that the 
rotor heating is about 30% smaller, its disadvantage is the need of a separate 
auxiliary brush assembly. 
c) If the field coil is of sandwich arrangement, the above-mentioned 
brush assembly is superfluous, the two-phase connection is simplified to the 
one in case a. The optimum value of the resistance to be inserted into the field 
is in this case, "ith a 44 l\IVA steel-wedge rotor machine, roundly half of the 
field resistance. The sandwich-arrangement of the field coil reduces the rotor 
heating by about 50%. 
On the basis of the afore-said, for the asynchronous operation of the tur-
bogenerators of the type tested, adoption of the optimum field resistances 
indicated above may be suggested. The necessary resistance values are quite 
casy to realize by e.g. a suitable branch made on the de-excitation resistance. 
From the asynchronous operation point of view both the sandwich arrange-
ment of the field coil and the bronze-wedge termination of the rotor slots may, 
in general, be recommended. 
APPE"\"DIX 
Belo,''- the procedure will be discussed permitting to determine the ad-
mittance diagrams and optimum field resistances serving as a basis for the 
above examinatiom. The method starts from the admittance diagrams plotted 
,vith the aid of the two series of measurements in asynchronous operation, 
mentioned in Fig. 2. 
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A.I Determination of admittance diagrams helonging to an arhitrary 
field resistance 
-i1 
In the case of the tested machines, \,-e started out from the admittance 
diagrams plotted from the data of the series of measurements effected with a 
field coil, short-circuited in the usual ,,-ay, and with one closed through a de-
excitation re;;:istance. The ohmic resistance inserted into the field merelv in-
fluences the diTect-axis admittance (Yd), while the quadrature-axis admittance 
(Yq) remains unchanged. In Fig. 12 the equivalent circuit of the machine is 
illustrated, valid in direct-axis, with an external resistance R in the field. The 
resistances and reactance;; of the rotor circuits are, due to the skin effect. aris-
ing in the rotor body, values changing with the slip. Thc question is, that if 
Fig. 12. Equiyalellt circuit of the direct-axi" impedance 
at a given slip the direct-axis admittances (¥dl and Y d2 ) belonging to two values 
of R (R = ° and R = RDd are known, how can the value Y-d be determined 
in case of an arbitrary R for the same slip. If the slip is constant, all impedances 
of the equivalent circuit are constant and if merely changing the resistance R 
inserted into the field, then - as is well known - the terminal of the resultant 
admittance vector draws a circle on the complex plane. Consequently, \,-ith a 
constant slip, having a variable R, the expression of the admittance is 
¥.= _4 +BR 
a -'- R (1) 
where the complex numbers _4, Band C are constants to be determined in 
knowledge of the three points of the circle. Two points of the circle are known 
from the measurement data: 
R = 0, 1"d = 1"01 
R = R DE' 1" d = 1" d2 
(2a) 
(2b) 
As third point of the circle let us take the admittance belonging to resistance 
R = - Rr• Denoting this by Y.j, the third point of the circle yields 
(2c) 
On the basis of the three points, at a given slip s the circle, as well as the 
parameter scale R belonging to the circle may be plotted. Thereby the value 
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Y d , corresponding to an arbitrary resistance R, or inversely, the value R be-
longing to any circle point Y d may easily be determined. Plotting the circle 
diagram for a sufficient number of slip values, the complete admittance dia-
gram, belonging to resistance R may be plotted. 
Examining the values of the admittance Y d more closely, one recognizes 
that in the field of the small slips interesting us, the task may be simplified. 
Namely, in case of R = -Rr at s = 0, Y d = l/jXd, while at s = =, Y d = 
= IjjX'd, consequently Yd - depending on the slip - is a value varying be-
tween the transient and subtransient admittance (see the equivalent circuit of 
Fig. 12). Restricting ourselves to small slips, the transient admittance may be 
counted with. This is about five times the nominal admittance of the machine, 
so approximately Y.i "'s -j5. For judging the numerical conditions, let us 
examine Fig. 13, illustrating the diagrams of a 26.5 MV A, steel-wedge rotor 
machine in per unit values, power scales. If we a.ssume Y d as a value illus-
trated in the figure, we may immediately understand that wc have circles of 
such long diameter, the arc of which falling between the diagrams Y d1 and 
Y d2 may practically be replaced - in the slip range to be considered in asyn-
chronous operation - by a chord. The chord may be expressed as follows: 
Determining the constant _4 and jj on the basis of (2a)-(2b): 
A =Rr Y d1 
- Rr (V V) B = -- J. d2 - J. dl 
RDE 
Substituting these into (3), after ordinating 
[Rr(Ydl - ~-dl) + RDE !dZ] R 
RDE(Rr + R) 
(3) 
(4a) 
(4b) 
(5) 
Consequently, the end point of the admittance vector Y d moves, in case of a 
constant slip, 'with a changing R, taken by a very good approximation, along 
the straight line determined by relation (5) - connecting the points of Y d1 
and Y d2 belonging to the same slip - while the resistance R is changing be-
tween the limits 0 <R < RDE. For simply tracing on the straight line a vector 
terminal belonging to some of the resistances R, we calculate the distance be-
tween the point in question and the point Y d1 • On the basis of (5) we obtain 
for this 
Y _ Y ~_Y _ Y i (Rr+RDE)R 
d dlJ -, d2 dll R (R -L R) DE r I 
(6) 
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Denoting by I. the relation of distance i Y d-Y dl I ,."ith respect to 1 Y d2- Yd11 ' 
(6) yields 
;. = -,---.:._:::.!::::.~T (7) 
where the symbols 
R RDE 
T = -- and TVE = --
Rr Rr 
(8) 
have been introduced. In knowledge of Y d1 and Yd~' determination of the ad-
mittance diagram belonging to any intermediate resistance R thereafter follows 
as discussed below (see Fig. 13): 
---Q 
air 0.5 0.6 0,7 0,8 0,9 1,0 1.1 1,2 
1:=:!1 =:=I=\:=\=i=:==i=:==.=:==!=:======~ 
o,fr--~~-~~\.\~~\~~--+-~-4--~-~~--4---~-~-
\'; ~=0,09 % I 
Fig. 13. Graphical determination of the field resistance, optimum from the pulsations point 
of view and of the admittance diagram belonging to it 
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the points of the admittance diagram dl and Vd2 belonging to thc same 
slip are interconnected hy a straight line, and then the length Vd2 - 'r'dl of 
the straight is measured. According to (7), the i. relation belonging to the value 
Rand r, respectiye1y, is determined, finally the i.-times of the distance 
Yd.,-Yd1 '. is sized up along the :::traight, starting from point Ydl • The so obt~ined point is the point of the admittance diagram sought for, belonging 
to the respectivt' slip. Plotting the straight line connccting the points of identi-
cal slip of Y d1 , Y d2 for a number of slips and sizing up i.-times the 0'\"11 value 
of all straights according to the above-said, 'Ne obtain the admittance diagram 
in question "'ithin the range of the small slips interesting us. (As an example, 
on Fig. 13 with this procedure we have plotted the diagram Vdopt belonging 
to the optimum resistance). Inversely. if we are looking for the value R bc-
longing to an arbitrary point Vd given on one of the ,::traights. then determin-
ing the relation i. of the above-mentioned distance. the field resistance in ques-
tion may be calculated from (7): 
1- TDE(1 i.) (9) 
I. 
A..2 Determination of the optimum field resistance 
Based on the foregoing, the field resistance from the pulsations point 
of view being optimum it may easily be determined. The respective plotting 
may be seen in Fig. 13, too. Now our task is to mark out the point of the :::traight 
connecting the points of identical slip of Y dl and these being the closest to 
the point belonging to the same slip of the quadrature-axis diagram 1"0' 
According to clause 3, this point will be the point helonging to the respective 
slip of the direct-axis admittance diagram which is valid in the most favourable 
case. For denoting this point, as per the simple rule of elementary geometry 
we may drop a normal straight from point r-q to the stra.ight line Y d1 Ydz• 
The intersection of the two straights furnishes just the point demanded at the 
given slip. Sizing up the distance between the point so obtained and the point 
Yd1 , the ratio i, and finally, as per (9), the value of the optimum resistance, 
may be determined. (Making the simple plot for many slips, we find. that the 
value r opt does not depend but slightly on the slip; it is practicable to deter-
mine the optimum resistance at a slip belonging to a greater load.) 
Applying the admittance diagrams having been determined from the 
measurement data available in case of the machines tested by us, the optimum 
resistance values given, as well as the admittance diagrams belonging to these 
'were obtained by the method rlescribed above. The optimum resistance value 
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necessary in case of the sandwich-arrangement assumed in clause 6 was deter-
mined in the same way with the 44 MVA machine. :\" amely, the method is 
also yalid at a time when the quadrature-axis admittance diagram is not in-
fluenced by the field resistance "with a sandwich arrangement, either. (Naturally 
with a sandwich arrangement, the quadrature-axis diagram is different from 
that obtained without a sandwich-layout of the field coil; the quadrature-axis 
diagram needed was available from the data of the measurements effected on 
the 44 }-!VA machine for case IV.) 
If the field coil has no sandwich arrangement and the t"wo-phase connec-
tion as per Fig. 8 is employed, a calculating method somewhat different from the 
aboye procedure is to be adopted. Namely, the resistances connected in series 
with the half coils influence simultaneously the direct- and quadrature-axis 
admittance. Further, as a consequence of the connection, zero-sequence quan-
tities aho appear. For elaborating the calculation, first of all the equivalent 
circuit diagrams yalid in case of the connection as per Fig. 8 must be establish-
ed, as well as the zero-sequence elements figuring in the former ones. On the 
basis of the equivalent circuit diagrams, for determining the admittance di-
agrams, a simple graphical method similar to the former one may be deduced. 
Determination of the optimum resistances is, however, due to the simul-
taneous yariation in Yd and Yq is somewhat more complicated than in the 
aboye case. Elaboration of the calculating method to be applied ,dth two-
phase connections encounters no difficulties of principle, but as is perceptible 
from the afore-said, requires a lengthy deduction. In view of the fact that this 
conncction can by no means be used in the practice because of the above-men-
tioned reason, the exposition of the calculating method needing a circuitous 
deduction will be disregarded. 
Summary 
In the paper methods are given for the efficient reduction of the pulsations arising in 
the asynchronous operation of turbogenerators. caused by rotor asymmetry. It is established 
that as against the current idea. the conditions the most favourable from the viewpoint of 
pulsations in asynchronous operation. do not occur with an open field. but at a fixed. finite 
value of the field resistance in case of the cross-coiled rotor machines of Hungarian (GANZ) 
manufacture. Finally a calculating method is given for determining the field resistance which 
is optimum from the pulsations point of view. 
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